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#### ENEMY DOCUMENTS

- **Enemy Documents**

  **Summary**

  Minute of a meeting of PX10 Party Committee.

  *Enclosing VC Top Secret document 2050/38-53, of a meeting of PX10 Party Committee held on 30 July 1965 at 1000 hours.*

  **Present:**
  - General Dang Party Committee Secretary
  - General Party Committee member
  - Thanh
  - Son
  - Huu
  - Vien
  - Boi
  - Xuan

  **Absent:**
  - Nguyen (arrived Tuy in Thu Duc)

  **Notes added:**

  - A. Strength, organization, training, equipment, and supply status of PX10 (reporter: General Dang Son).

  1. **Strength**

     Strength currently: \( \frac{46}{100} \) of the total. After training, screening, and subsequent dropouts, the group would have only 200 people available.

     - Squad cadre confirmed: squad leaders 16
     - Assistant squad leaders: 20
     - Soldiers and call leaders acting as assistant squad leaders: 20
     - Platoons cadre are now on the job.
     - Capability levels of cadre and specialists are low.

  2. **Training**

     The time prescribed for the training is not sufficient, contents of training not appropriate. Training areas are not available, since the training requires troops to cross areas and populous areas with street lights, etc... Training area is lacking.
2. Supply and equipment

Clothing is not appropriate and consistent with Group's requirements. Black clothes are issued instead of green clothes as requested. The employees therefore were obliged to take off their clothes during night training sessions.

Meals is not adequate for the rigorous training.

4. Political and moral situation (reporter: Coussard Roy-Dang)

P.I.00 unit has 11 Party chapters
70 Party members
83 Group members

Nearly all Party members are Platoon enclaves. Few of then are squad cadre.

The unit has all persons having complex background: arrested or drafted by the enemy, having relationship with enemy personnel, etc...

Fear of hardship, fear of death and poor discipline were widespread, but were partly corrected after the indoctrination.

With a staff of cadre about 20 are now capable of fighting, to prove themselves below standards.

Advantages and difficulties encountered during the accomplishment of the mission:

- The mission assigned to the unit by the Military Region Party Committee and the PCG headquarters, to be achieved by October 1965 1st: to develop the unit and to train it to become a combat and battle-ready group, to be ready to fight and defeat Americans.

Advantages:

1. Direct subordination of the unit to the PCG and determination of personnel to achieve the missions given.

2. Personnel of the unit have undergone indoctrination in some of our leading cadre are combat experienced.

3. Majority of the unit personnel belong to the calling class and have hatred against the enemy.

4. The continuous defeats of the enemy arouse cadre and troops' enthusiasm.

5. The current land reform benefiting our cadre and troops' families.

Difficulties:
| 1. | The unit is understrength and has difficulties in finding replacements, in quality and quantity. |
| 2. | Controversial requirements during simultaneous training and combat. |
| 3. | The internal solidarity is not yet consolidated. |
| 4. | The element weather has affected the health of cadre and soldiers. |

**Recommendations**

1. Increase political knowledge of cadre and soldiers.
2. Improve endurance of leadership.
3. Improve discipline.
4. Increase the number of Party and Group numbers in the unit.
5. Improve the sense of preservation of secrecy.
6. Reinforce control on agents.
7. Expand training on 3 man cell, squad and platoon in independent operations.

**Use of Funds**

Certified funds are allowed only to inner forces for use in communication and liaison, reconnaissance and camouflage tasks.
SPOT REPORT

VC Top Secret minutes #01/63-65 date 3 July 1965, signed by Boy Bang for QL00 Command Committee of the leader’s meeting held from 2 to 3 July 65.

Members present:
- Tu Minh
- Bao Son
- Sai Tinh
- Sai Minh
- Nam Hat.

Role of the QL00 Group:

The QL00 Group is in the Région Main Force in the city. Its mission is to strike at critical targets (CT) by original targets that the VC probably use those targets that are at the ordnance of the war activities in the country: e.g., staff and command facilities, airports, ports, and other important facilities.

Principles of Organization of the QL00 Group:

The group is organized, consisting of detachments, (Dol) which are specialized in some kinds of targets. Detachments in turn are divided in sub-detachments (plan TDI), inter-cells (line to line) and squads or independent combat units.

Quality of personnel:

The personnel should be rigorously screened and selected, based on their revolutionary stand and ethics.

Training:

Training must be as close as possible without premature disclosure of tactical plans. Training must also be consistent with the anticipated commitment of various detachments.

The types of Training:

Inter City Training: attack and seizure of cities and towns.

Inter City Training: training on fighting in the suburbs then in the city with gradual acquaintance with streets and streets and street lights.

Methods of attack:

Attack with spectacular results and effects using means transferred over from 159th Division.

Battle Field Preparation:

The enemy situation section must coordinate with the 2nd Section in establishing specific targets locations...
A minimum of 30 cadre and soldiers will be sent each month to the city to study the target.

Their protection poses the following problems:
- Housing
- Hidden sites
- Secret shelters
- Movements.

**Target Acquisition**

The acting group commander will be assigned targets directly by the AO Headquarters.

**Organizational chart of the group**

1. Command Committee
2. Adjutant and Administrative Cell (13)
3. Training Cell (3)
4. Military Cell (4)
5. Political Cell (7)
6. Special Section Detachment (8)

A number of detachments in permanent activity.
Proposed cover designations

The group will have cover designation 195th Group or Tien Phong (Vanguard) Group.

Cells of the Headquarters Adjutant and Administrative cells: 43/1100
Training Cells: 43/1100
Military Cells: 43/1100
Political Cells: 43/1100
Standing Section: 43/1100
Activities support Group: P63/1100

Cells operating in the city will have cover designations ended by 1 (Ext. 11, 21, 31).

Cells operating in the suburbs will have cover designations ended by 5 (Ext. 5, 15, 105 etc). P300 = P100 retain their cover designations.

V. Immediate tasks

Find replacement for the group which is now 3/3 understrength.

2. an officer/ must be activated by July 1966. The activities support detachment must make a census of the officers and personnel of the 29th and 52nd Detachments.

The 159th detachment of consecutive Bn. De Nag will be broken down into two City Fighting Teams 59a and 59b, under the control of the activities support detachment.

NUC 66-30

Full translation follows.

VC Personal Diary

The following information concerning a proposed distribution of personnel of Battalion - Oia Binh Military Region is extracted from a personal diary of an unidentified VC cadre:

P200 = 250 mon
P200 = 250 mon
K30 = 50 mon
K25 = 50 mon
G10 = 10 mon

As Unit = 50 mon
81. 184 Unit = 50 mon
75. HN Unit = 50 mon
15. 35G = 50 mon
36. HLA = 15 mon
H5 = 15 mon
H9 = 15 mon
H7 = 50 mon
P220 = 30 mon

Recon + Support Units: 50
The remainder will be assigned to the administrative staff and HQ.

SPOT REPORT

Analysis of a personal diary of an un-identified VC diary reveals that on 29 October 1965, Saigon - Gia Dinh Military Region received from "Q" (QODVQ) 2 chemical, cadro Lan and Tanh. The mission of these individuals was to study future plans of enemy in the use of chemical products, casualties caused by chemical products in the past; counter actions taken by VC and to admit recommendations concerning preventative measures.

[Signature]

 Maj. Artillery
 Chief, U.S.M.C.